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Dear Greetings!:
For the past six years Wolverine researcher Tony Clevenger bit off a big task:
surveying the wolverine "meta population" in the British Columbia portion of the
Crown of the Continent Ecosystem - all 20,000 square kilometers of it (7,700
square miles). His research has just been featured in Canadian Geographic
Magazine, and we wanted to be sure you had a chance to read it. (Look for link
titled: "In Search of Wolverines")
Clevenger found - and not surprisingly - that wolverine numbers are healthy in
protected areas like Banff and Kootenay national parks. But outside protected
areas, the numbers aren't so good. "Detection rates [in unprotected areas] were
only about 25 to 30 per cent, whereas in the national parks it was 85 to 90 per
cent," he said.
In the Lower 48 researchers think there may only be 250 - 300 wolverines roaming

the wilds. Clevenger says that genetic studies have determined that Canadian
wolverines genetic exchange remain important for U.S. wolverine long-term
survival. However, land management practices in B.C. and Alberta near the
Canadian - U.S. border have increasingly fractured the wildlife landscape, making
the future of that connectivity uncertain. "Maintaining connectivity is crucial," he
says.
Wolverines rely on late spring snowpack for their breeding success. Climate
change, says Clevenger, "is one of the greatest challenges wolverines face because
it further fragments their habitat."
To many people, the Grizzly Bear epitomizes and serve as the bellweatehr for
Wilderness and healthy nature. Clevenger thinks the wolverine may be a more
sensitive indicator. "If you lose wolverines," he says, "it's a pretty good indicator
something's wrong."

Headwaters Montana and the Flathead Wild Team continue to focus on the
Transboundary Flathead region of the Crown, as the key piece in the connectivity
puzzle, based on Clevenger's science and that compiled by the Yellowstone to
Yukon Conservation Initiative (Y2Y).
Cheers and Have a Great Holiday Season!

Dave Hadden, Director
info@headwatersmontana.org
406-270-3184

Don't forget our annual holiday party!
Tuesday, December 2 0, 2 016, 5:30-8:00pm
Kalispell Brewing Company, 412 South Main, Kalispell
Cash bar
Heavy h or s d'oeu vr e by Delectable Catering and Desserts
Featuring: Whitefish native, Don Nelson and his photography on Nepal - one year after the eartquake.
Bring a used piece of outdoor equipment in good condition as a donation for Kalispell Youth Homes. ~
Thank you!

